Concerto I for Solo Organ
By MADDALENA LAURA LOMBARDINI SIRMEN (1745-1818)

Arranged by Barbara Harbach

Maddalena Lombardini Sirmen had a multifaceted career. She began her violin studies at the Ospedale di San Lazaro e
dei Mendicanti in Venice after auditioning before thirty-three governors. She was one of only four young girls chosen from
thirty, and she was one of two admitted to the Mendicanti at the age of seven. At the Mendicanti, Lombardini Sirmen
received a rigorous musical education: study of two orchestral instruments, lessons in theory, harmony, performance,
voice, solfege, and foreign languages. She advanced so rapidly that she was allowed to take lessons with the renowned
Giuseppe Tartini (1692-1770), who later, in 1760, wrote her a letter explaining his theories on violin playing. This letter was
subsequently printed and published in several languages and its contents were discussed in musical reference books.
Lombardini Sirmen left the ospedale when she married Lodovico Sirmen in 1767, but only after she trained two girls to
take her place, a requirement of the ospedale. Early in 1768 she and her new husband began a European concert tour that
brought her international recognition as a female violinist, an oddity at that time. She received superlative reviews from her
playing at the Concert Spirituel in Paris. At many of her concerts, she performed her own concertos. Despite her success
as a violinist and composer, Lombardini Sirmen began a second career as a singer in the 1772-1773 season. She toured
Europe again, this time as a vocalist, and took a position at the Opera in Dresden for the next five years, at an excellent
salary. She then spent a few years in St. Petersburg before returning to her native Italy where she spent her last thirty years,
apparently forgotten by the musical world.
Maddalena Lombardini Sirmen was one of the first known women musicians who had a successful career without the
social and financial advantages of being a member of the upper class aristocracy, and without being connected with a
musical family specializing in composition or performance. Although her compositions were written before she left
Mendicanti, they were published and disseminated throughout Europe, and parts of Scandinavia. Her early Classical
compositions of the 1760s, were fresh and appealing before being eclipsed by the sonata form. On April 12, 1778, Leopold
Mozart wrote to his wife and son from Salzburg: " ... Count Czernin is not content with fiddling at court, and as he would
like to do some conducting, he has collected an amateur orchestra who are to meet in Count Lodron's hall every Sunday. A
week ago today we had our first practice .... After the symphony Count Czemin played a beautifully written concerto by
Sirmen ... "
Her publications include six string quartets, six string trios, six violin duets, and six violin concertos. The violin
concertos are entitled Six Concertos in Nine Parts ... Opera III (London: William Napier, 1773). The concertos are in a
three-movement format of fast-slow-fast. The instruments include Primo and Secondo Oboe, Primo and Secondo Corno,
Violino Primo Principale, Primo and Secondo Violino, Viola, and Violoncello and Bass.
This arrangement for organ is from Concerto I in B-flat Major. The jaunty first movement, Allegro, is in ritornello form
with three tuttis separated by two solo sections. The final tutti is quite short, containing five measures. There is thematic
contrast in the tuttis, and the solo sections use melodic material of the tuttis as well as introducing new themes. The
Andante opens and closes with tutti strings, and the central core is for solo melody and accompaniment. It contains minor
tonalities and interesting chromaticism with a poignant and mournful melody. The tuneful final movement, Allegretto,
Rondo, is in ritomello form, with the four rondo refrains alternating with the three solo sections. There is little harmonic
contrast between sections, relying heavily on the tonic and dominant harmonies with only the second solo in the submediant key
of G Minor. Both the first and last movements use phrase repetitions which highlight the symmetrical phrases.
There is little ornamentation, mainly trills and grace-note appoggiaturas, which is typical of the time period. The
articulations include heavy wedges, slurs, and dynamic markings.
Concerto I easily adapts to an arrangement for organ. The organ is capable of playing the loud tutti sections as well as
the nimble and expressive solo areas. In the tuttis, the pedal line is drawn from the Violoncello and Bass part, while the
hands divide the harmony and melody. The right hand takes the solo violin part, while the left hand supplies the harmony
and accompaniment. The serene symmetry of the phrases, delicate ornamentation, and delightful melodies are as indigenous to Sirmen as they are to the Classical style. Since the early Classical repertoire is quite limited for organists, this
Concerto provides the performer, teacher, and student an opportunity to play an example from the period as well as
experience a composition by one of the first independent women musicians, Maddalena Lombardini Sirmen.
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